ORDER No: 742 DSEJ of 2017  
DATED: 27-05-2017

Subject: Addendum to the Order No: 708 DSEJ of 2017, Dated: 08.05.2017 on drawal of salary of the Surplus / Deployed / Court Cases / Medical Ground Cases (Life Consuming) & Rationalized Lecturers.

It has been observed that consequent to the issuance of the orders regarding identification of Posts of Lecturers wherefrom pay shall be drawn on the substantive posts by the respective DDO on whose establishment these posts exists subject to the furnishing of the duty slip/ attendance certificate from the Head of the Institution where they are discharging their duties. Despite categorical directions especially on the drawal of salary after furnishing of duty slip/ attendance certificate, it has been observed that the DDOs are approaching this Directorate with the request for the grant of additionaly under Object Head: Salaries despite sufficient availability of funds with them.

It is hereby clarified that the drawal of salary of such cases is to be considered from the grants already made available to them as grants are released on the basis of existing sanctioned strength of the institution by this Directorate. The Directorate shall be releasing additionaly only in those cases where there are no funds / insufficient funds to cater to the salary requirement.

Regarding duty slip / attendance certificate, it is enjoined upon the respective DDOs to entertain the certificate delivered even through electronic mediums such as Fax / E-mail / Whatsapp downloaded so as to facilitate timely disbursement of salary to the Surplus / Deployed / Court Cases / Medical Ground Cases (Life Consuming) & Rationalized Lecturers. However the original certificate has to be forwarded by the Head of the Institutions where they are presently discharging their duties to the DDOs concerned where the posts have been identified in respect of such cases.

(RAVINDER SINGH)
Director
School Education Jammu

No: DSEJ/Acctts/2017/ 10520-82 Dated 27-05-2017

Copy to the:-

1. Principal SIE Jammu for information and n/a.
2. Chief Education Officer (All) for information and n/a.
3. Principal DIET (All) for information and n/a.
4. Principal GHSS / HSS (All) for information and n/a.
5. I/c Computer Section for uploading on official website: www.schedujammu.nic.in.